The New PDP

What REALTORS® are saying about the New PDP
“To be a successful professional one needs
knowledge and experience.
I expect the New PDP program will be useful in
helping each of us to lay that good foundation
for knowledge and competence.
I am looking forward to it!”
Stephen Kwok, Managing Broker, Vancouver BC

“As a Commercial REALTOR® and a strong
advocator of advance education, I am very
impressed by BCREA’s new PDP products and
features. The new PDP website provides us with
pertinent information in a very user-friendly form.
Our chosen profession can, and will benefit
from the winning combination of the existing
PDP approved courses (offered by the education
leaders such as BCREA, CCIM Institute, REIC
and UBC Sauder School of Business), the new
accreditation system, and the flexible methods
of course delivery.”
Moe Lessan, REALTOR®, Nanaimo BC

“The PDP Program is such an essential tool, if not
the most important, for new and experienced real
estate agents alike. Allowing us to stay on top of
new issues, keep our industry knowledge as upto-date as possible and enable us to provide the
best possible value-added service to our clients
. . . and now with the new developments to the
program, it has become an even more effective
industry asset.”
William Lacy, REALTOR®, Quesnel BC

“I'm ecstatic about the new PDP education
model for REALTORS®! In my 14 years of selling, I
have always attended the Legal Update courses
and the limited selection of other courses offered
to maintain my required PDP credits.
My frustration with the old system was that there
was limited new material, an archaic course
environment and lack of flexibility on times the
courses were offered.
The new system is fantastic! It is easier to track the
credits you have and what you need; the variety in
selection is excellent for the variety of issues that
we need to be current on and the environment
for learning has become more flexible & fun.
Personally, I want the public to view Realtors with
the same regard as Lawyers & Accountants, so
being educated on the current Real Estate related
topics is paramount to earning the respect from
the public and our clients.”
Tamara Terlesky, REALTOR®, Kelowna BC

“The new PDP program will benefit all REALTORS®.
All the way from new REALTORS® to brokers. There
will be a course for everyone!”
Judy Klassen, REALTOR®, Princeton BC

“As a Commercial REALTOR®, and Strata Manager,
I have spent many classroom hours taking
“mandatory” courses that, while interesting,
had little or no bearing on the work that I do as
a REALTOR®.
I’m excited about the increased flexibility
available in the new system, and feel that courses
will have a lot greater value for REALTORS® not in
the residential sale business!”
Dennis Fimrite, Managing Broker, Saanichton BC

